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Principles Of Business Forecasting
By Keith Ord Robert Fildes
Ord/Fildes PRINCIPLES OF BUSINESS
FORECASTING, 1E, International Edition is
designed for both students and current practitioners
in a variety of fields. The authors’ motivation for
writing this book is to give users the tools and insight
to make the most effective forecasts. Ord/Fildes
PRINCIPLES OF BUSINESS FORECASTING, 1E,
International Edition is designed for users who have
taken a first course in applied statistics or have an
equivalent background and provides an introduction
to both standard and advanced forecasting
approaches. This new, first edition text presents
general principles that are the basis of forecasting
practice. The information and data used are from
actual government and business sources wherever
possible. Forecasting techniques are shown in a
variety of software platforms and the chapter
organization provides an overview of forecasting in a
variety of situations using time series and crosssectional data. The focus then shifts to using
extrapolative methods in forecasting, followed by
statistical model-building. Finally, the authors cover
more advanced techniques in the latter chapters,
including the selection of the best forecasting
method based on available data and the construction
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of a forecasting system with an organization.
In this expanded 20th Anniversary Edition of the
book that started a business revolution, a successful
businessman shares his philosophy of management
that puts the concerns of the employees first and
creates a company that will provide people with
lifelong livelihood. Original. 50,000 first printing.
Applied Data Mining for Forecasting Using SAS, by
Tim Rey, Arthur Kordon, and Chip Wells, introduces
and describes approaches for mining large time
series data sets. Written for forecasting practitioners,
engineers, statisticians, and economists, the book
details how to select useful candidate input variables
for time series regression models in environments
when the number of candidates is large, and
identifies the correlation structure between selected
candidate inputs and the forecast variable.
Advises managers how to budget, plan and forecast
during uncertain times. Looks at planning methods
and models, describes how implement a planning
framework, and investigates the latest developments
in planning technologies.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not
include any media, website access codes, or print
supplements that may come packaged with the
bound book. For undergraduate and graduate
courses in Business Forecasting. Written in a simple,
straightforward style, Business Forecasting, 9th
Edition presents basic statistical techniques using
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practical business examples to teach readers how to
predict long-term forecasts.
Principles of Management is designed to meet the
scope and sequence requirements of the
introductory course on management. This is a
traditional approach to management using the
leading, planning, organizing, and controlling
approach. Management is a broad business
discipline, and the Principles of Management course
covers many management areas such as human
resource management and strategic management,
as well behavioral areas such as motivation. No one
individual can be an expert in all areas of
management, so an additional benefit of this text is
that specialists in a variety of areas have authored
individual chapters.
The 21st century business environment demands
more analysis and rigor in marketing decision
making. Increasingly, marketing decision making
resembles design engineering-putting together
concepts, data, analyses, and simulations to learn
about the marketplace and to design effective
marketing plans. While many view traditional
marketing as art and some view it as science, the
new marketing increasingly looks like engineering
(that is, combining art and science to solve specific
problems). Marketing Engineering is the systematic
approach to harness data and knowledge to drive
effective marketing decision making and
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implementation through a technology-enabled and
model-supported decision process. (For more
information on Excel-based models that support
these concepts, visit DecisionPro.biz.) We have
designed this book primarily for the business school
student or marketing manager, who, with minimal
background and technical training, must understand
and employ the basic tools and models associated
with Marketing Engineering. We offer an accessible
overview of the most widely used marketing
engineering concepts and tools and show how they
drive the collection of the right data and information
to perform the right analyses to make better
marketing plans, better product designs, and better
marketing decisions. What's New In the 2nd Edition
While much has changed in the nearly five years
since the first edition of Principles of Marketing
Engineering was published, much has remained the
same. Hence, we have not changed the basic
structure or contents of the book. We have, however
Updated the examples and references. Added new
content on customer lifetime value and customer
valuation methods. Added several new pricing
models. Added new material on "reverse perceptual
mapping" to describe some exciting enhancements
to our Marketing Engineering for Excel software.
Provided some new perspectives on the future of
Marketing Engineering. Provided better alignment
between the content of the text and both the
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software and cases available with Marketing
Engineering for Excel 2.0.
Technological innovations are key causal agents of
surprise and disruption. In the recent past, the
United States military has encountered unexpected
challenges in the battlefield due in part to the
adversary's incorporation of technologies not
traditionally associated with weaponry. Recognizing
the need to broaden the scope of current technology
forecasting efforts, the Office of the Director,
Defense Research and Engineering (DDR&E) and
the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) tasked the
Committee for Forecasting Future Disruptive
Technologies with providing guidance and insight on
how to build a persistent forecasting system to
predict, analyze, and reduce the impact of the most
dramatically disruptive technologies. The first of two
reports, this volume analyzes existing forecasting
methods and processes. It then outlines the
necessary characteristics of a comprehensive
forecasting system that integrates data from diverse
sources to identify potentially game-changing
technological innovations and facilitates informed
decision making by policymakers. The committee's
goal was to help the reader understand current
forecasting methodologies, the nature of disruptive
technologies and the characteristics of a persistent
forecasting system for disruptive technology.
Persistent Forecasting of Disruptive Technologies is
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a useful text for the Department of Defense,
Homeland Security, the Intelligence community and
other defense agencies across the nation.
From the author of the bestselling "Analysis of Time Series,"
Time-Series Forecasting offers a comprehensive, up-to-date
review of forecasting methods. It provides a summary of timeseries modelling procedures, followed by a brief catalogue of
many different time-series forecasting methods, ranging from
ad-hoc methods through ARIMA and state-space modelling to
multivariate methods and including recent arrivals, such as
GARCH models, neural networks, and cointegrated models.
The author compares the more important methods in terms of
their theoretical inter-relationships and their practical merits.
He also considers two other general forecasting topics that
have been somewhat neglected in the literature: the
computation of prediction intervals and the effect of model
uncertainty on forecast accuracy. Although the search for a
"best" method continues, it is now well established that no
single method will outperform all other methods in all
situations-the context is crucial. Time-Series Forecasting
provides an outstanding reference source for the more
generally applicable methods particularly useful to
researchers and practitioners in forecasting in the areas of
economics, government, industry, and commerce.
Incorporating 25 years of sales forecasting management
research with more than 400 companies, Sales Forecasting
Management, Second Edition is the first text to truly integrate
the theory and practice of sales forecasting management.
This research includes the personal experiences of John T.
Mentzer and Mark A. Moon in advising companies how to
improve their sales forecasting management practices. Their
program of research includes two major surveys of
companies' sales forecasting practices, a two-year, in-depth
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study of sales forecasting management practices of 20 major
companies, and an ongoing study of how to apply the findings
from the two-year study to conducting sales forecasting audits
of additional companies. The book provides comprehensive
coverage of the techniques and applications of sales
forecasting analysis, combined with a managerial focus to
give managers and users of the sales forecasting function a
clear understanding of the forecasting needs of all business
functions.
This handbook summarises knowledge from experts and
empirical studies. It provides guidelines that can be applied in
fields such as economics, sociology, and psychology.
Includes a comprehensive forecasting dictionary.
Most decisions and plans in a firm require a forecast. Not
matching supply with demand can make or break any
business, and that's why forecasting is so invaluable.
Forecasting can appear as a frightening topic with many
arcane equations to master. For this reason, the authors start
out from the very basics and provide a non-technical overview
of common forecasting techniques as well as organizational
aspects of creating a robust forecasting process. The book
also discusses how to measure forecast accuracy to hold
people accountable and guide continuous improvement. This
book does not require prior knowledge of higher mathematics,
statistics, or operations research. It is designed to serve as a
first introduction to the non-expert, such as a manager
overseeing a forecasting group, or an MBA student who
needs to be familiar with the broad outlines of forecasting
without specializing in it.
This book is for everyone who wants to make better
forecasts. It is not about mathematics and statistics. It is
about following a well-established forecasting process to
create and implement good forecasts. This is true whether
you are forecasting global markets, sales of SKUs,
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competitive strategy, or market disruptions. Today, most
forecasts are generated using software. However, no amount
of technology and statistics can compensate for a poor
forecasting process. Forecasting is not just about generating
a number. Forecasters need to understand the problems they
are trying to solve. They also need to follow a process that is
justifiable to other parties and be implemented in practice.
This is what the book is about. Accurate forecasts are
essential for predicting demand, identifying new market
opportunities, forecasting risks, disruptions, innovation,
competition, market growth and trends. Companies can
navigate this daunting landscape and improve their forecasts
by following some well-established principles. This book is
written to provide the fundamentals business leaders need in
order to make good forecasts. These fundamentals hold true
regardless of what is being forecast and what technology is
being used. It provides the basic foundational principles all
companies need to achieve competitive forecast accuracy.
Economic forecasting involves choosing simple yet robust
models to best approximate highly complex and evolving datagenerating processes. This poses unique challenges for
researchers in a host of practical forecasting situations, from
forecasting budget deficits and assessing financial risk to
predicting inflation and stock market returns. Economic
Forecasting presents a comprehensive, unified approach to
assessing the costs and benefits of different methods
currently available to forecasters. This text approaches
forecasting problems from the perspective of decision theory
and estimation, and demonstrates the profound implications
of this approach for how we understand variable selection,
estimation, and combination methods for forecasting models,
and how we evaluate the resulting forecasts. Both Bayesian
and non-Bayesian methods are covered in depth, as are a
range of cutting-edge techniques for producing point, interval,
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and density forecasts. The book features detailed
presentations and empirical examples of a range of
forecasting methods and shows how to generate forecasts in
the presence of large-dimensional sets of predictor variables.
The authors pay special attention to how estimation error,
model uncertainty, and model instability affect forecasting
performance. Presents a comprehensive and integrated
approach to assessing the strengths and weaknesses of
different forecasting methods Approaches forecasting from a
decision theoretic and estimation perspective Covers
Bayesian modeling, including methods for generating density
forecasts Discusses model selection methods as well as
forecast combinations Covers a large range of nonlinear
prediction models, including regime switching models,
threshold autoregressions, and models with time-varying
volatility Features numerous empirical examples Examines
the latest advances in forecast evaluation Essential for
practitioners and students alike
The recent crisis in the financial markets has exposed serious
flaws in management methods. The failure to anticipate and
deal with the consequences of the unfolding collapse has
starkly illustrated what many leaders and managers in
business have known for years; in most organizations, the
process of forecasting is badly broken. For that reason,
forecasting business performance tops the list of concerns for
CFO's across the globe. It is time to rethink the way
businesses organize and run forecasting processes and how
they use the insights that they provide to navigate through
these turbulent times. This book synthesizes and structures
findings from a range of disciplines and over 60 years of the
authors combined practical experience. This is presented in
the form of a set of simple strategies that any organization
can use to master the process of forecasting. The key
message of this book is that while no mortal can predict the
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future, you can take the steps to be ready for it. ’Good
enough’ forecasts, wise preparation and the capability to
take timely action, will help your organization to create its own
future. Written in an engaging and thought provoking style,
Future Ready leads the reader to answers to questions such
as: What makes a good forecast? What period should a
forecast cover? How frequently should it be updated? What
information should it contain? What is the best way to
produce a forecast? How can you avoid gaming and other
forms of data manipulation? How should a forecast be used?
How do you ensure that your forecast is reliable? How
accurate does it need to be? How should you deal with risk
and uncertainty What is the best way to organize a forecast
process? Do you need multiple forecasts? What changes
should be made to other performance management
processes to facilitate good forecasting? Future Ready is an
invaluable guide for practicing managers and a source of
insight and inspiration to leaders looking for better ways of
doing things and to students of the science and craft of
management. Praise for Future Ready "Will make a
difference to the way you think about forecasting going
forward" —Howard Green, Group Controller Unilever PLC
"Great analogies and stories are combined with rock solid
theory in a language that even the most reading-averse
manager will love from page one" —Bjarte Bogsnes, Vice
President Performance Management Development at
StatoilHydro "A timely addition to the growing research on
management planning and performance measurement." —Dr.
Charles T. Horngren, Edmund G. Littlefield Professor of
Accounting Emeritus Stanford University and author of many
standard texts including Cost Accounting: A Managerial
Emphasis, Introduction to Management Accounting, and
Financial Accounting "In the area of Forecasting, it is the best
book in the market." —Fritz Roemer. Leader of Enterprise
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Performance Executive Advisory Program, the Hackett Group
In a hierarchy, every employee rises to the level of their own
incompetence.This simple maxim, defined by this classic
book over 40 years ago, has become a beacon of truth in the
world of work. From the civil service to multinational
companies to hospital management, it explains why things
constantly go wrong: promotion up a hierarchy inevitably
leads to over-promotion and incompetence. Through barbed
anecdotes and wry humour the authors define the problem
and show how anyone, whether at the top or bottom of the
career ladder, can avoid its pitfalls. Or, indeed, avoid
promotion entirely!

Stressing the concrete applications of economic
forecasting, Practical Business Forecasting is accessible
to a wide-range of readers, requiring only a familiarity
with basic statistics. The text focuses on the use of
models in forecasting, explaining how to build practical
forecasting models that produce optimal results. In a
clear and detailed format, the text covers estimating and
forecasting with single and multi- equation models,
univariate time-series modeling, and determining
forecasting accuracy. Additionally, case studies
throughout the book illustrate how the models are
actually estimated and adjusted to generate accurate
forecasts. After reading this text, students and readers
should have a clearer idea of the reasoning and choices
involved in building models, and a deeper foundation in
estimating econometric models used in practical
business forecasting.
The Nine Principles of Agile Planning teaches CFOs,
CAOs, CIOs, and Finance leaders the secret to building
nimble and dynamic forecasts within their organizations.
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The Nine Principles blend real-world processes, people,
and cloud tech to get your business forecasting the right
way. By adopting the Nine Principles, you can create
world-class forecasting that reacts to real-time changes
in your business and reduces risk. You will be a
forecasting hero! Many CFOs and Finance teams fail
their organizations with slow and cumbersome
forecasting and budgeting cycles that have limited
adoption beyond Finance. Investing in a new forecasting
process will take money, people, and time, with a
significant opportunity cost of not working on other
things. This investment is no different from developing a
new product, building a factory, or hiring staff. Any
business investment like this must earn an ROI. The
Nine Principles of Agile Planning is a framework to give
you the greatest chance of success of achieving this ROI
by building a forecasting process to provide real
operational value that helps run the organization on a
day-to-day basis. Learn the latest strategies: Get
forecasting closer to your front line business teams,
linking variable items to operational activity levels,
planning by initiative, evaluating strategic big-bets, using
modular planning, choosing a modern cloud planning
tool, finding an expert, getting away from financial
statement-centered forecasting, and using real-time IoT
data to build operational early-warning systems. Make
forecasting easy for your users by adopting the latest
automation technologies and learn how you can
automatically alert your planners when there is a trend
that requires their attention. If you are evaluating cloud
planning technologies from Adaptive, Anaplan,
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OneStream, Oracle EPM (Hyperion), Planful, or SAP's
cloud-based planning technologies, the Nine Principles is
the must-read guide to select the right tools, processes,
and consultants to create agile and nimble planning in
your organization. Use this chance to develop an Agile
Planning philosophy that encourages rapid development
of plans that can be quickly iterated, are easy to
understand, and actionable. Take advantage of the
golden age of cloud-based planning tools to facilitate
these Agile Planning objectives.
Budgets are like road maps -- they provide a direction for
a corporates financial management. Balance sheets and
statements of revenues also provide insights into how
well a company is following that direction. But cash flow
and cash flow forecasts are what guide the day-to-day
itinerary for an organization. Budgets and cash flow are
dynamic -- adjustments and changes can and should
occur. If you understand what you are looking at, you
can use cash flow to create better budgets and thus
more accurate cash flow forecasting. Cash Flow
Forecasting outlines the techniques required to
undertake a detailed analysis of the cash flow dynamics
of the business from both a historical and forward looking
perspective. Cash Flow Forecasting explains how to: *
Determine appropriate cash flow figures from pro forma
financial statements * Interpret detailed cash flow
forecasts and understand the difference between profit
and cash flow * Conserve or generate cash in the short
term * Evaluate different methods of project evaluation *
Recognize the limitations of accounting information in
valuing companies *Inspired by basic entry level training
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courses that have been developed by major international
banks worldwide * Will enable students and those
already in the finance profession to gain an
understanding of the basic information and principles of
cash flow forecasting * Includes questions with answers,
study topics, practical "real world" examples and
extensive bibliography
Practical Time Series Forecasting with R: A Hands-On
Guide, Second Edition provides an applied approach to
time-series forecasting. Forecasting is an essential
component of predictive analytics. The book introduces
popular forecasting methods and approaches used in a
variety of business applications. The book offers clear
explanations, practical examples, and end-of-chapter
exercises and cases. Readers will learn to use
forecasting methods using the free open-source R
software to develop effective forecasting solutions that
extract business value from time-series data. Featuring
improved organization and new material, the Second
Edition also includes: - Popular forecasting methods
including smoothing algorithms, regression models, and
neural networks - A practical approach to evaluating the
performance of forecasting solutions - A businessanalytics exposition focused on linking time-series
forecasting to business goals - Guided cases for
integrating the acquired knowledge using real data* Endof-chapter problems to facilitate active learning - A
companion site with data sets, R code, learning
resources, and instructor materials (solutions to
exercises, case studies) - Globally-available textbook,
available in both softcover and Kindle formats Practical
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Time Series Forecasting with R: A Hands-On Guide,
Second Edition is the perfect textbook for upperundergraduate, graduate and MBA-level courses as well
as professional programs in data science and business
analytics. The book is also designed for practitioners in
the fields of operations research, supply chain
management, marketing, economics, finance and
management. For more information, visit
forecastingbook.com
For junior/senior undergraduates in a variety of fields
such as economics, business administration, applied
mathematics and statistics, and for graduate students in
quantitative masters programs such as MBA and MA/MS
in economics. A student-friendly approach to
understanding forecasting. Knowledge of forecasting
methods is among the most demanded qualifications for
professional economists, and business people working in
either the private or public sectors of the economy. The
general aim of this textbook is to carefully develop
sophisticated professionals, who are able to critically
analyze time series data and forecasting reports
because they have experienced the merits and
shortcomings of forecasting practice.
Presents a wide range of forecasting methods useful for
undergraduate or graduate students majoring in
business management, economics, or engineering.
Develops skills for selecting the proper methodology.
Integrates forecasting with the planning and decisionmaking activities within an organization. Methods of
forecasting include: decomposition, regression analysis,
and econometrics. Stresses the strengths and
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weaknesses of the individual methods in various types of
organizational areas. Numerous examples are included.
Time series data analysis is increasingly important due
to the massive production of such data through the
internet of things, the digitalization of healthcare, and the
rise of smart cities. As continuous monitoring and data
collection become more common, the need for
competent time series analysis with both statistical and
machine learning techniques will increase. Covering
innovations in time series data analysis and use cases
from the real world, this practical guide will help you
solve the most common data engineering and analysis
challengesin time series, using both traditional statistical
and modern machine learning techniques. Author Aileen
Nielsen offers an accessible, well-rounded introduction to
time series in both R and Python that will have data
scientists, software engineers, and researchers up and
running quickly. You’ll get the guidance you need to
confidently: Find and wrangle time series data Undertake
exploratory time series data analysis Store temporal data
Simulate time series data Generate and select features
for a time series Measure error Forecast and classify
time series with machine or deep learning Evaluate
accuracy and performance
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Includes all testable
terms, concepts, persons, places, and events. Cram101
Just the FACTS101 studyguides gives all of the outlines,
highlights, and quizzes for your textbook with optional
online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is
Textbook Specific. Accompanies: 9780324311273. This
item is printed on demand.
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Discover the role of machine learning and artificial
intelligence in business forecasting from some of the
brightest minds in the field In Business Forecasting:
The Emerging Role of Artificial Intelligence and
Machine Learning accomplished authors Michael
Gilliland, Len Tashman, and Udo Sglavo deliver
relevant and timely insights from some of the most
important and influential authors in the field of
forecasting. You'll learn about the role played by
machine learning and AI in the forecasting process
and discover brand-new research, case studies, and
thoughtful discussions covering an array of practical
topics. The book offers multiple perspectives on
issues like monitoring forecast performance,
forecasting process, communication and
accountability for forecasts, and the use of big data
in forecasting. You will find: Discussions on deep
learning in forecasting, including current trends and
challenges Explorations of neural network-based
forecasting strategies A treatment of the future of
artificial intelligence in business forecasting Analyses
of forecasting methods, including modeling,
selection, and monitoring In addition to the Foreword
by renowned researchers Spyros Makridakis and
Fotios Petropoulos, the book also includes 16
"opinion/editorial" Afterwords by a diverse range of
top academics, consultants, vendors, and industry
practitioners, each providing their own unique vision
of the issues, current state, and future direction of
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business forecasting. Perfect for financial controllers,
chief financial officers, business analysts, forecast
analysts, and demand planners, Business
Forecasting will also earn a place in the libraries of
other executives and managers who seek a one-stop
resource to help them critically assess and improve
their own organization's forecasting efforts.
Ord/Fildes PRINCIPLES OF BUSINESS
FORECASTING, 1E serves as both a textbook for
students and as a reference book for experienced
forecasters in a variety of fields. The authors'
motivation for writing this book is to give users the
tools and insight to make the most effective
forecasts drawing on the latest research ideas. Ord
and Fildes have designed PRINCIPLES OF
BUSINESS FORECASTING for users who have
taken a first course in applied statistics or who have
an equivalent background. This book introduces both
standard and advanced forecasting methods and
their underlying models, and also includes general
principles to guide and simplify forecasting practice.
A key strength of the book is its emphasis on real
data sets, taken from government and business
sources and used in each chapter's examples.
Forecasting techniques are demonstrated using a
variety of software platforms and the companion
website provides easy-to-use Excel macros to
support the basic methods. After the introductory
chapters, the focus shifts to using extrapolative
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methods (exponential smoothing and ARIMA) and
then to statistical model-building using multiple
regression. The authors also cover more novel
techniques including data mining and judgmental
methods, which are gaining increasing attention in
applications. Finally, they examine organizational
issues of implementation and the development of a
forecasting support system within an organization.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not
be available in the ebook version.
For undergraduate and graduate courses in
Business Forecasting. Written in a simple,
straightforward style, Business Forecasting 9/e
presents basic statistical techniques using practical
business examples to teach students how to predict
long-term forecasts.
The ultimate guide for anyone wondering how
President Joe Biden will respond to the COVID-19
pandemic—all his plans, goals, and executive orders
in response to the coronavirus crisis. Shortly after
being inaugurated as the 46th President of the
United States, Joe Biden and his administration
released this 200 page guide detailing his plans to
respond to the coronavirus pandemic. The National
Strategy for the COVID-19 Response and Pandemic
Preparedness breaks down seven crucial goals of
President Joe Biden's administration with regards to
the coronavirus pandemic: 1. Restore trust with the
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American people. 2. Mount a safe, effective, and
comprehensive vaccination campaign. 3. Mitigate
spread through expanding masking, testing, data,
treatments, health care workforce, and clear public
health standards. 4. Immediately expand emergency
relief and exercise the Defense Production Act. 5.
Safely reopen schools, businesses, and travel while
protecting workers. 6. Protect those most at risk and
advance equity, including across racial, ethnic and
rural/urban lines. 7. Restore U.S. leadership globally
and build better preparedness for future threats.
Each of these goals are explained and detailed in
the book, with evidence about the current
circumstances and how we got here, as well as
plans and concrete steps to achieve each goal. Also
included is the full text of the many Executive Orders
that will be issued by President Biden to achieve
each of these goals. The National Strategy for the
COVID-19 Response and Pandemic Preparedness
is required reading for anyone interested in or
concerned about the COVID-19 pandemic and its
effects on American society.
Finance is the study of value and how it is
determined. Individuals, small businesses and
corporations regularly make use of value
determinations for making strategic decisions that
affect the future outcomes of their endeavors. The
importance of accurate valuations cannot be
overestimated; valuing assets too highly will lead to
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investing in assets whose costs are greater than
their returns, while undervaluing assets will lead to
missed opportunities for growth. In some situations
(such as a merger or an acquisition), the outcome of
the decision can make or break the investor. The
need for solid financial skills has never been more
pressing than in today's global economy. The
Fundamental Principles of Finance offers a new and
innovative approach to financial theory. The book
introduces three fundamental principles of finance
that flow throughout the theoretical material covered
in most corporate finance textbooks. These
fundamental principles are developed in their own
chapter of the book, then referred to in each chapter
introducing financial theory. In this way, the theory is
able to be mastered at a fundamental level. The
interactions among the principles are introduced
through the three precepts, which help show the
impact of the three principles on financial decisionmaking. This fresh and original approach to finance
will be key reading for undergraduate students of
introduction to finance, corporate finance, capital
markets, financial management and related courses,
as well as managers undertaking MBAs.
Very Good,No Highlights or Markup,all pages are
intact.
A comprehensive collection of the field's most
provocative, influential new work Business
Forecasting compiles some of the field's important
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and influential literature into a single, comprehensive
reference for forecast modeling and process
improvement. It is packed with provocative ideas
from forecasting researchers and practitioners, on
topics including accuracy metrics, benchmarking,
modeling of problem data, and overcoming
dysfunctional behaviors. Its coverage includes oftenoverlooked issues at the forefront of research, such
as uncertainty, randomness, and forecastability, as
well as emerging areas like data mining for
forecasting. The articles present critical analysis of
current practices and consideration of new ideas.
With a mix of formal, rigorous pieces and brief
introductory chapters, the book provides
practitioners with a comprehensive examination of
the current state of the business forecasting field.
Forecasting performance is ultimately limited by the
'forecastability' of the data. Yet failing to recognize
this, many organizations continue to squander
resources pursuing unachievable levels of accuracy.
This book provides a wealth of ideas for improving
all aspects of the process, including the avoidance of
wasted efforts that fail to improve (or even harm)
forecast accuracy. Analyzes the most prominent
issues in business forecasting Investigates emerging
approaches and new methods of analysis Combines
forecasts to improve accuracy Utilizes Forecast
Value Added to identify process inefficiency The
business environment is evolving, and forecasting
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methods must evolve alongside it. This compilation
delivers an array of new tools and research that can
enable more efficient processes and more accurate
results. Business Forecasting provides an expert'seye view of the field's latest developments to help
you achieve your desired business outcomes.
Forecasting is required in many situations. Stocking
an inventory may require forecasts of demand
months in advance. Telecommunication routing
requires traffic forecasts a few minutes ahead.
Whatever the circumstances or time horizons
involved, forecasting is an important aid in effective
and efficient planning. This textbook provides a
comprehensive introduction to forecasting methods
and presents enough information about each method
for readers to use them sensibly.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NAMED ONE OF
THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE
ECONOMIST “The most important book on decision
making since Daniel Kahneman's Thinking, Fast and
Slow.”—Jason Zweig, The Wall Street Journal Everyone
would benefit from seeing further into the future, whether
buying stocks, crafting policy, launching a new product,
or simply planning the week’s meals. Unfortunately,
people tend to be terrible forecasters. As Wharton
professor Philip Tetlock showed in a landmark 2005
study, even experts’ predictions are only slightly better
than chance. However, an important and underreported
conclusion of that study was that some experts do have
real foresight, and Tetlock has spent the past decade
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trying to figure out why. What makes some people so
good? And can this talent be taught? In
Superforecasting, Tetlock and coauthor Dan Gardner
offer a masterwork on prediction, drawing on decades of
research and the results of a massive, governmentfunded forecasting tournament. The Good Judgment
Project involves tens of thousands of ordinary
people—including a Brooklyn filmmaker, a retired pipe
installer, and a former ballroom dancer—who set out to
forecast global events. Some of the volunteers have
turned out to be astonishingly good. They’ve beaten
other benchmarks, competitors, and prediction markets.
They’ve even beaten the collective judgment of
intelligence analysts with access to classified
information. They are "superforecasters." In this
groundbreaking and accessible book, Tetlock and
Gardner show us how we can learn from this elite group.
Weaving together stories of forecasting successes (the
raid on Osama bin Laden’s compound) and failures (the
Bay of Pigs) and interviews with a range of high-level
decision makers, from David Petraeus to Robert Rubin,
they show that good forecasting doesn’t require
powerful computers or arcane methods. It involves
gathering evidence from a variety of sources, thinking
probabilistically, working in teams, keeping score, and
being willing to admit error and change course.
Superforecasting offers the first demonstrably effective
way to improve our ability to predict the future—whether
in business, finance, politics, international affairs, or daily
life—and is destined to become a modern classic.
The future obviously matters to us. It is, after all, where
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we'll be spending the rest of our lives. We need some
degree of foresight if we are to make effective plans for
managing our affairs. Much that we would like to know in
advance cannot be predicted. But a vast amount of
successful prediction is nonetheless possible, especially
in the context of applied sciences such as medicine,
meteorology, and engineering. This book examines our
prospects for finding out about the future in advance. It
addresses questions such as why prediction is possible
in some areas and not others; what sorts of methods and
resources make successful prediction possible; and what
obstacles limit the predictive venture. Nicholas Rescher
develops a general theory of prediction that
encompasses its fundamental principles, methodology,
and practice and gives an overview of its promises and
problems. Predicting the Future considers the
anthropological and historical background of the
predictive enterprise. It also examines the conceptual,
epistemic, and ontological principles that set the stage
for predictive efforts. In short, Rescher explores the basic
features of the predictive situation and considers their
broader implications in science, in philosophy, and in the
management of our daily affairs.
In times of constant change, adaptive leadership is
critical. This Harvard Business Review collection brings
together the seminal ideas on how to adapt and thrive in
challenging environments, from leading thinkers on the
topic—most notably Ronald A. Heifetz of the Harvard
Kennedy School and Cambridge Leadership Associates.
The Heifetz Collection includes two classic books:
Leadership on the Line, by Ron Heifetz and Marty
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Linsky, and The Practice of Adaptive Leadership, by
Heifetz, Linsky, and Alexander Grashow. Also included is
the popular Harvard Business Review article,
“Leadership in a (Permanent) Crisis,” written by all three
authors. Available together for the first time, this
collection includes full digital editions of each work.
Adaptive leadership is a practical framework for dealing
with today’s mix of urgency, high stakes, and
uncertainty. It has been used by individuals,
organizations, businesses, and governments worldwide.
In a world of challenging environments, adaptive
leadership serves as a guide to distinguishing the
essential from the expendable, beginning the meaningful
process of adaption, and changing the status quo.
Ronald A. Heifetz is a cofounder of the international
leadership and consulting practice Cambridge
Leadership Associates (CLA) and the founding director
of the Center for Public Leadership at the Harvard
Kennedy School. He is renowned worldwide for his
innovative work on the practice and teaching of
leadership. Marty Linsky is a cofounder of CLA and has
taught at the Kennedy School for more than twenty-five
years. Alexander Grashow is a Senior Advisor to CLA,
having previously held the position of CEO.
?Operational forecasting sits at the heart of many
businesses because it informs every decision taken to
get the right amount of product (or service capacity), in
the right place, at the right time. But is also one of the
most misunderstood and undervalued activities. As a
result, most businesses carry enormous amounts of
unnecessary inventory while simultaneously failing to
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offer their customers the level of service that they expect.
So, any efficiency or performance improvement initiative
is automatically held back by having to drag around this
wastage At best, the managers in these businesses may
suspect there is scope for improvement but have no idea
how much ‘weight’ they can lose or how to go about
shedding it. At worst, they assume that trying harder and
investing in more “sophisticated” software will
automatically take care of the problem because they are
blind to the amount of surplus baggage they are
dragging around. This book demystifies operational
forecasting through a series of bite sized ‘lessons’
supported by simple illustrations, that address the
fundamental questions that anyone with an interest or
stake in operational forecasting needs to be able to
answer: · Why forecast? · What do we need to
understand before we start forecasting? · How do we
forecast? · What does success look like? · How can we
improve? Aimed primarily at forecasting practitioners and
anyone responsible for, or reliant on, what they do, this
book also is an excellent primer for anyone wanting to
understand the process but not the mathematics that
comes with most books on the subject. And if you need
extra motivation to keep reading, research has shown
that poor forecasting is often the single largest source of
corporate waste – adding around 2% to your cost of
sales. So, read on – your only risk is becoming a
corporate hero!
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